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To overcome mistakes and to persist, children, is a way to grow humanly and spiritually. 

Many times your personalities and even the resistances of your soul lead you to fall into deep dark
abysses, from where you can only come out through humility, obedience and when you embrace
and welcome the desert. 

When a consciousness makes a big mistake along the spiritual path it tends to want to give up
everything, because it is easier to succumb, once and for all, into the abyss rather than to rise up
with effort and courage, with humiliations and obedience, going against everything that once
magnified it. 

But when this consciousness repents and embraces the path of return to the Heart of God, however
painful it may seem to be, and when it places its feet upon the footsteps of humility, surrender and
obedience, it is then, children, that this consciousness will truly know the Love, the Forgiveness and
the Mercy of God.

It is then that you will grow as a spiritual person and forge within yourselves a fortress that is not
human but divine. 

It is then that you will learn that it is better to fall and rise a thousand times than to succumb to the
abysses of the world, because these abysses only bring suffering and sorrow, anguish and pain,
whereas rising from them brings a growth forged by fire, which imprints upon the soul the unity
with God. And though beings are always tested along their paths, this soul will already know what
to do when it falls and, at every fall, it will grow more, humanly and spiritually.

Learn from your mistakes. Do not yield before human weaknesses but affirm yourselves in humility
and obedience and thus, you will continue in ascension to the Heart of God.

You have My blessing for this.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


